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Shower Toilet Cubicle Range

British Manufacturer

Shower Cubicle and Shower Toilet Cubicle Range
The Chiltern Invadex range of shower cubicles have been specifically designed to provide an affordable
showering solution for those who are unable to access a conventional bathroom or have special bathing needs.
Developed as a standalone unit requiring no tiling or excavation, cubicles can be installed in virtually any
room in just one day and easily dismantled for re-issue/re-location, making the Chiltern Invadex cubicle range
ideal for permanent or temporary use.
Variety
With a variety of shapes and sizes, including
models with a footprint of less than a square
metre, there is a Chiltern Invadex cubicle to fit
neatly into almost any room.
The range consists of 12 cubicles
Seven shower cubicles
Five shower toilet cubicles
Safety
Textured floor surface for added safety
Horizontal and vertical handrails provided as
standard
Robust, shatterproof PETg panels
Designed and tested in accordance with BS
EN 14428
Versatile
Each is made to order in a matter of days and
is configured to suit individual requirements.
Various door types
Half height carer access panels
Shower options
Mira Advance Flex Extra electric shower
Mira Excel thermostatic mixer shower

Shower and handrail height and location
Optional shower seat, height set as
required
Gravity or intuitive integral pumped
waste option with float device to provide
audiable flood alarm warning

Front Entry Shower Cubicles
Model 100MK2 shown, complete with;
Half height carer assist panel
Padded tip up seat
Mira Advance Flex shower unit
Pumped waste
Combined halogen light and extractor fan
Standard doors
Horizontal and vertical handrails
Removable access ramp

Front entry models can be recessed into the floor to create
level access. This requires floor excavation and is suitable
for more permanent installations.

Size Options
Available in four size options, front entry cubicles range from the compact model 75 to our largest
cubicle the model 120.
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Shower Chair Compatibility
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Please refer to shower
chair section for further
seat/chair details.
* Standard door option
only.

Side Entry Shower Cubicles
Model Side Entry MK2 shown, complete with;
Full height panels
Padded aperture* tip up seat
Gravity waste
Standard doors
Horizontal and vertical handrails
Removable access ramp

* aperture and horsehoe seats
are available in a variety of
sizes to suit all front and side
entry cubicles.

Size Options
Side entry cubicles are available in two size options, the compact Slimline cubicle is our smallest cubicle
requiring just 900mm by 950mm (including removable ramp, when fitted with bi-fold or tri-fold doors).
Slimline Side Entry		
(shower only)
910
865

Side Entry MK2
1205
1095

735 671

855

670

760

655

480
425
790

(between door jambs)

930

(between jambs)

Shower Chair Compatibility
Side entry cubicles are suitable for tip up shower seats and static shower chair use only (i.e Aquamaster
A02). Front entry cubicles should be considered where wheeled shower chair access is required.
Please refer to shower seat section for further chair/seat details.

Corner Cubicle
Corner cubicle shown, complete with;
Half height carer assist doors
Mira Advance Flex shower unit
Combined halogen light and extractor fan
Horizontal and vertical handrails

Features and Options
Compact - footprint of less than a square metre
Ideal for providing en-suite showering facilities
Door options - half height (as shown) where carer assistance is required, full height for
independent showering or a stable door to facilitate multi use showering

Full height door

Stable door

Easy access 50mm threshold - the tray is suitable to ambulant users who have difficulty
stepping into a standard shower tray
Pumped and gravity waste options
Optional shower stool

980 O/A

The corner cubicle is available as a shower cubicle only, toilet
option is not available
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Shower Chair Compatibility
The corner cubicle is not suitable for shower chairs or shower seats. Front entry cubicles should
be considered where wheeled shower chair access is required.
A height adjustable shower stool is available to assist those who may
have trouble standing whilst bathing.

Shower Toilet Cubicles
Model 100MK2 shower toilet shown, complete with;
Half height carer assist panel
Standard plastic basin
Mira Advance Flex shower unit
Pumped waste
Combined halogen light and extractor fan
Standard doors
Horizontal and vertical handrails
Removable access ramp

Front entry models can be recessed into floor to create level
access. This requires floor excavation and is suitable for more
permanent installations.

Features and Options
Full size vitrious china WC pan and white seat with lid
WC flush lever flush as standard, button flush on request
High level external cistern
Plastic basin with plug (fillable via shower head)
Optional porcelain sink complete with lever taps, plug and waste
trap (must be fitted at time of manufacture)
Door options - standard (as shown), bi-fold or tri-fold
Half height carer assist panels available, where required
Removable access ramp provided as standard
Optional halogen roof light and extractor fan
Pumped and gravity waste options
Macerator compatible - Saniplus macerator available as an option

Size Options
Front entry
Model 75

		

Model 100MK2		

Model 101

Side entry
Model 120					

Side entry MK2

		

Shower Chair Compatibility
Shower toilet cubicles cannot be used with shower seats
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Shower Cubicle Seats and Shower Chairs
A number of shower seats have been produced to complement the shower cubicle range, height
of the seat is set at time of manufacture to suit individual user needs. These cannot be used in
toileting cubicles or the corner cubicle.

Tip Up Seats
The tip up seat range folds neatly against the cubicle wall when not in use, allowing cubicles to utilised
by multiple users with varying abilities.
Tip up seats can be used in any of the side and front entry shower cubicles.
Vinyl seats
Manufactured in grey reinforced PVC, vinyl seats provide a sturdy and cost effective seating solution.

Padded seats
Padded seats are upholstered for added comfort, they are available as shown or with the addition of
a horseshoe or full ring aperture to assist bathing.

Padded Bench
Available to suit all shower cubicles with the exception of the Side Entry MK2
and corner cubicle. The bench can be manufactured to include a horseshoe
or full ring aperture upon request.
This seat does not fold away

Shower Chairs
		
A02		

Aquamaster					
A06		
A08		
A11		

Transaqua
TA18/21AP*
TA18/21SP*

*TA 18 refers to an 18” wide chair, TA21 refers to a 21” wide chair.

Shower Cubicle and
Shower Toilet Cubicle Range
Solutions for Living
Chiltern Invadex shower and toileting cubicles can be
erected in virtually any room, ground or upper floor, to suit
individual requirements.
Designed for quick and easy installation with no tiling
required, a cubicle can be fully installed with minimum
disruption in just one day*.
Flexibility
Cubicles can be easily dismantled and relocated as required
to alternative rooms or properties making them ideal for loan
store use.
Available in various sizes with both gravity and pumped
waste options, there is a Chiltern Invadex cubicle to suit the
joint requirements of almost any user and property.
Survey and Installation
A Chiltern Invadex surveyor is able to provide a detailed
on site survey to make an assessment of the most suitable
cubicle configuration.
Surveys are free of charge and no obligation. Should a
quotation be accepted installations are conducted by our
team of experienced engineers.

* this may be subject to the necessary services being in place.

Chiltern Invadex (UK) Ltd
126 Churchill Road
Bicester
Oxfordshire
OX26 4XD
Tel: 01869 365500
Fax: 01869 365588
E-mail: sales@chilterninvadex.co.uk
Web: www.chilterninvadex.co.uk
Overseas enquiries
Tel: 0044 1869 365500
Fax: 0044 1869 365588

Other products available from Chiltern Invadex include:
Showering and Bathing					
Moving and Handling
Level, easy and step in shower range			
Ceiling mounted hoists
Wet rooms							Slings
Shower seats							Mobile Hoist
Shower Commode Chairs					Portable Hoist
Shower trolleys and stretchers
Easy transfer baths

To obtain a brochure or request a free of charge survey visit please contact customer services on 01869
365500 Opt 1 or email sales@chilterninvadex.co.uk.
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